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Go beyond the horoscope and master the meaning of the
stars with this illustrated gift book that features more than 100
definitions for popular astrology terms that you need to know!
There’s more to understanding the stars than you might
think! Whether you’re just learning the basics of the zodiac or
are looking to delve deeper into some new concepts, The
Astrology Dictionary has easy-to-understand explanations for
over 100 of the most common (and important!) astrological
terms. Answer questions like: —What is the cusp between two
Sun signs? —What does it mean if your Sun sign is mutable?
(Gemini and Sagittarius take note!) —What can your natal
chart reveal about your life? (Hint: a lot!) —And if you want to
start at the very beginning, what is the zodiac anyway? The
Astrology Dictionary has all the answers to your most
important astrology questions, from birthing charts and
retrograde, to sun signs and elements, and everything in
between. This fascinating and practical dictionary explains it
all, so you can spend more time discovering what the zodiac
means to you.
This astrological relationship guide is indispensable for
dealing with everyone from friends and family to bosses and
coworkers. Steer your life by the stars and make all your
interpersonal relationships shine. This beautifully designed,
horoscope-driven handbook will teach you to bring energy to
your relationships and divine the true nature of personalities
using the power of astrology. Do you know how to live
peacefully with a Taurus? Discuss money issues with a
Cancer? Improve your sex life with a Scorpio? With chapters
arranged by astrological sign, The Astrology of You and Me
will give you help and guidance for every imaginable starPage 1/17
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crossed situation, and the beautiful design features astrologyinspired illustrations throughout.
From the online phenomenons the Astro Poets comes the
first great astrology primer of the 21st century. Full of insight,
advice and humor for every sign in the zodiac, the Astro
Poets' unique brand of astrological flavor has made them
Twitter sensations. Their long-awaited first book is in the
grand tradition of Linda Goodman's Sun Signs, but made for
the world we live in today. In these pages the Astro Poets
help you see what's written in the stars and use it to navigate
your friendships, your career, and your very complicated love
life. If you've ever wondered why your Gemini friend won't let
you get a word in edge-wise at drinks, you've come to the
right place. When will that Scorpio texting "u up?" at 2AM
finally take the next step in your relationship? (Hint: they
won't). Both the perfect introduction to the twelve signs for the
astrological novice, and a resource to return to for those who
already know why their Cancer boyfriend cries during
commercials but need help with their new whacky Libra boss,
this is the astrology book must-have for the twenty-first
century and beyond.
For the first time ever, a famous spiritual astrologer shares
the secrets, previously known only to professionals, that hold
the key to your future. Astrologer Jan Spiller shows you the
key to discovering your hidden talents, your deepest desires,
and the ways you can avoid negative influences that may
distract you from achieving your true life purpose, as revealed
in your chart by the position of the North Node of the Moon.
With insight and depth impossible to gain from the commonly
known sun-sign profiles, the enlightening self-portrait offered
by the Nodes of the Moon can explain the life lessons you
came here to learn and how to achieve the fulfillment and
peace you desire. Jan Spiller shows you how to locate the allimportant North Node of the Moon in your astrological chart
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and provides a detailed interpretation of its influence and
exclusive exercises to help you learn about: • The SPECIAL
TALENT that is waiting for you, a unique gift that could easily
be turned into professional success • The SELF-DEFEATING
TENDENCIES in your personality that can hold you back and
sabotage relationships • The LOVE PARTNER who can be
your soul mate—and the partner whose hold over you can lead
to heartbreak • The TRAP or temptation from a past life that
can lead to disaster if you are not forewarned • The
HEALING AFFIRMATIONS designed to help you release your
positive energy and strengthen the qualities that can bring
you true happiness
An individualized, detailed astrological analysis of
compatibility, based on each person's birthchart, includes
instructions on how to create astrological charts using your
birthdate and birthtime. Reprint.
If you want to learn about the Taurus zodiac sign, then keep
reading... Whether you're a Taurus or know one personally,
you have found the book that will forever change how you
view the Taurus Zodiac sign. You don't have to be an expert
in astrology to understand the magnificent potential that
Taurus has. The purpose of this book is to help you unlock
the untapped potential passed to you from the very depths of
the earth. We'll explore the various traits, the synchronization
of relationships, and the magical role the Taurus plays in our
universe. In this book you will: Learn the origins of the Taurus
sign Figure out the common unconscious mistakes that may
be affecting your life Learn how to tackle your negative traits
with careful guidance Discover how to deliver sound advice
Learn how Taurus children behave, what affects them the
most, and how to help them excel Discover how to review
your previous behavior as a Taurus and unlock secret doors
to your future Learn how to navigate relationships as a
Taurus or as their partner Discover what is keeping you from
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getting the best career of your life Discover the most suitable
professions that can make your life more fulfilling Read tips
on how to improve your workflow and daily routine Explore
creative outlets that can help you discover new passions in
life and arts Creativity, love, stability, and aptitude are all
great qualities passed down to Taurus from the planet Venus,
making you a great lover and friend. These qualities, coupled
with this book, will help you build a foundation to push you, as
a Taurus, to excel and flourish. If you are a Taurus interested
in learning more about your sign, or if you know a Taurus and
want to know more about them, then this is the book for you.
Click the "add to cart" button to discover new insights and
secrets about the Taurus!
Seventh graders Fonda, Drew, and Ruthie develop a
friendship strong enough to tackle whatever middle
school--and puberty--throws at them next.

Profiles every relationship pairing of the zodiac signs for
both gay and straight couples, sharing whimsical
assessments for anticipating the chemistry, compatibility
and intimacy potential for 300 possible matches. By the
best-selling authors of Sextrology. Original.
We've all done it: glanced casually at the horoscope
pages, secretly hoping the stars will forecast our fame
and fortune. Yet the zodiac can tell us far more than this,
revealing even our most intimate secrets. Sextrologyis a
highly intelligent and enlightening guide to sex and the
sexes using a wholly original astrological philosophy. In
frank, sophisticated and uninhibited language, the
authors profile each gender's zodiac sign and uncover
the naked truth behind the make-up of each
one.Sextrologywill help you better comprehend your and
others' sexual character, improve your understanding of
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relationship roles and find out what to expect from the
special person in your life. From fantasies to favourite
positions, erogenous zones to emotional needs, Starsky
and Cox leave no stone unturned in their titillating
examination that will once again have people asking,
'what's your sign?'
Astrology is almost as old as mankind, and has helped
countless people throughout the ages. And although
knowing astrological basics can tell you a lot, a more indepth look into this ancient art can reveal so much
more.In PLANETS AND POSSIBILITIES, certified
astrologer Susan Miller shows you how astrology can
help you envision new possibilities for your future, ones
you may never have considered. You will learn about the
myths the Greeks and Romans attached to the twelve
zodiac signs to explain their characteristics. As you read
these stories, Susan Miller shows you how their
interpretations can help you fully understand your sign
and perhaps see yourself in a whole new way! She also
shows you how every Sun sign has a guardian planet
that strongly influences the personality of each person
born under that sign. For example, Sagittarius is ruled by
Jupiter, the planet of prosperity and good fortune, and
contributes to the happy-go-lucky Sagittarian approach
to life. What will your ruling planet say about you? In
addition, PLANETS AND POSSIBILITIES helps you
learn which careers may be luckiest, most profitable, and
fun for you. Discover the best ways to handle your cash
flow and the ideal way for you to get rich. Be more fit by
following the natural tendencies of both your personality
and your body, find out more about your romantic side
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and how to attract the person right for you. Astrology can
help you uncover your latent gifts, affirm your hunches,
gain the courage to take risks, build your confidence, and
seize opportunities. Astrology can also offer powerful
insights into the personalities of the people around you.
Life your life to the fullest! Investigate your untapped
potential!
Linda Goodman is the world's best-known astrologer.
Her three books, Sun Signs, Love Signs, and Star Signs
have sold over 40 million copies in many languagaes.
Known to her friends as both a poet and a romantic,
Linda Goodman's view of the world was influencd by the
astrology she understood so well. That unique
combination of talents produced this charming and
profound book. These poems about love and loss, death
and reincarnation, beauty and romance, all seen through
the prism of an astrological landscape, teach us how this
fascinating science helps weave the fabric of our lives.
But even more than that--like most great poetry, they
make the heart sing and the spirit soar, and give us the
wisdom to appreciate that the dance is eternal.
Bringing the ancient matchmaking tool of astrology into
the 21st century, The Astrology of Love & Sex explores
the romantic and sensual sides of the zodiac. In 12
detailed chapters, astrologer Annabel Gat divulges how
each sign likes to flirt, date, and fool around. Going
beyond traditional heteronormative gender roles, the
book candidly explores love and lust in today's sexually
fluid world. From love philosophies to sexual inclinations,
readers will enjoy dissecting and analyzing each
passage. With unique compatibility profiles matching
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every sign and a quiz to identify your star
match—wrapped in an all-foil case wtih gilded page
edges—this is a fun and comprehensive guide to finding
true cosmic love.
The New York Times bestseller that helps you explore
whether romance is in the stars. Linda Goodman’s Love
Signs addresses the question asked by everyone familiar
with astrology: How do I relate to someone of another
sign? Each sign is “related” to the twelve signs of the
zodiac in a different and unique way. Each section
addresses the differences for a male and a female with
the same sign matches. This is an updated edition of
Linda Goodman’s lively bestseller, which has introduced
millions to the concept of astrological compatibility.
“What seems to set Goodman’s books apart from other
stargazing guides is their knowledgeable approach and
comprehensive reach.” —Newsweek
In this wickedly funny guide, professional astrologer
Hazel Dixon-Cooper casts off sugar-coated astrology in
favor of exploring the maladjusted side of the universe. If
you want the inside scoop, the real deal, the lowdown on
each sun sign, then look no further. It's time to forget
those traditional astrology books where Sagittarians are
gregarious, Capricorns are ambitious, and Pisceans are
dreamers. Instead, enter a world where Archers are loudmouthed bores, Goats are pompous social climbers, and
Fish are chronically helpless. Dixon-Cooper debunks the
myths, reveals the flaws, and examines the dubious
virtues of each sun sign. Discover how to use your own
inner brat to outwit bullies, outmaneuver manipulators,
and win those endless games that lovers play. Learn
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how to deal with those dysfunctional people you
encounter every day, including how to: contain a Ram's
oversized ego calm a raging Bull keep a fickle Twin
faithful Irreverent, biting, and laugh-out-loud funny, Born
on a Rotten Day exaggerates the bad, exorcises the
good, and puts a new spin on the age-old question -what's your sign?

A modern, inclusive guide to astrology that will
illuminate your love life as well as your relationships
with your family, your friends, and yourself. When it
comes to friendship, family, and romance, we all
want the same things: to love and be loved, to
communicate, to fight fair, and to feel okay in our
own skin. Astrology for Real Relationships is a
modern, practical guide to life's least practical
matters--relationships of all kinds and matters of the
heart--that will help you understand your blind spots,
blocks, and fears so you can make choices that
leave you happy and fulfilled. Full of real talk about
attraction, dating, sex, frenemies, self-love, and how
to deal with family, this book will help you build and
maintain strong connections--with your crushes, your
spouse, your boss, or your mom--and uncover and
get what you really want in relationships, not what
you think you should want.
Linda Goodman's Love SignsA New Approach to the
Human HeartRosettaBooks
The New York Times–bestselling author’s classic
guide to astrology: “What makes Sun Signs different
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is that much of the writing is done with humor” (The
Boston Globe). Before 1968, astrology as we know it
had a very limited following in the United States and
around the world. The publication of Linda
Goodman’s Sun Signs changed that forever.
Newspapers began running astrology columns, and
soon, an increasing number of people knew their
sign (as well as yours) and began to study
astrological tendencies. Linda Goodman’s Sun
Signs quickly established itself as the worldwide
introductory bible to astrology for beginner and
expert alike. The book’s simple organizational
technique made it easy for everyone to follow and
understand themselves and others, sign-by-sign.
This updated edition of the groundbreaking classic is
an enjoyable way to discover the world of astrology
today.
‘What’s your sun sign?’-a conversation starter, an
ice-breaker, a guessing game or just genuine
curiosity that can draw strangers together. Four
words that get heard a million times, each time,
sounding just as exciting! Dig deeper, and it’s a
statement that mirrors our underlying desire to know
more about the other person and allows us the thrill
of entering a mystical zone-of people’s behaviours
and relationships. This witty book, without any
astrological clutter, is your perfect companion to
understanding your friends, family, professional
associates and more importantly, your self. You will
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be amazed to see how we can touch hearts, build
relationships and connect with people when we
speak to them about them!
The Zodiac Signs In Great Details Your Special
Mission In Life Combining The Zodiac Signs
Compatibility The Zodiac Signs in great details will
give you an interesting journey through all the signs.
You will learn about the characteristic of your sign,
which will help you get a better understanding of
yourself and other people around you. You will find
out what the Special Mission and talent of each sign
are and how you can make use of it. Combining the
elements, fire, earth, air and water. Find out how
compatible you are with the other signs and who you
really connect with according to the element you
were born under.
A "beautiful and sensitive" tale of true love that
transcends time, from the multi-million bestselling
author of Many Lives, Many Masters (Gary Zukav,
author of Seat of the Soul). Recommended by
Kendall Jenner. In Many Lives, Many Masters, a
skeptical Dr. Brian Weiss found his life changed
profoundly after curing a patient using past-life
therapy. Now he takes his research into
transcendental messages one breathtaking step
further. He portrays two strangers, Elizabeth and
Pedro, who are unaware that they have been lovers
throughout the long centuries -- until fate brings them
together again. He shows how each and every one
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of us has a soulmate whom we have loved in past
incarnations and who waits to reunite with us now.
And he opens up entirely new worlds for all of us
everywhere, based on a single, powerful truth...
The motivations customers act on are seldom
logical, predictable, or even conscious. Instead, their
strongest responses stem from one source: emotion.
It's a deceptively simple reality. But it permanently
changes the way organizations must go about
understanding their customers. Why Customers
Really Buy introduces emotional-trigger research, a
revolutionary new approach that uncovers the core,
unfiltered, and spontaneous triggers that drive
customer sales. Traditional market research is
outmoded and counterproductive because old
methods measure rather than inform. They generate
predictable answers that confirm preconceived
assumptions. Emotional-trigger research is a
powerfully different method that gets to the heart of
what companies need to know. Based on an indirect
approach that features provocative questions,
insightful listening, and in-depth conversations, the
results are more spontaneous and enlightening. This
book equips sales and marketing professionals with:
The keys to solving the mystery of how customer
decisions are really made Twelve real-world case
studies illustrating how emotional-trigger research
solved many of the most pressing sales/marketing
challenges companies confront Twelve universal
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sales/marketing lessons revealed through emotionaltrigger research and how to apply those lessons to
diverse industries Why Customers Really Buy
reveals how customers emotionally connect with a
product or service, and goes to the very root of how
to craft winning solutions to reach them.
Goodman's personal favorite of all her books, an epic love
story written in free verse!
This divination set based on the wisdom of America's favorite
astrologer is enhanced with the visionary art of Frank Riccio,
illustrator of The Little Soul and the Sun. A perfect gift for the
divination enthusiast, card collector, or art lover.
The Guide to Losing -- or Finding -- Your True Soul Mate Did
you know: Capricorns are cowards when it comes to public
displays of affection? Aries get amorous in unusual places?
Leos love to be serviced? Cosmo's Bedside Astrologer, Hazel
Dixon-Cooper, reveals all this and more in this sexy,
uninhibited guide to love and romance, the follow-up to her
hip and hilarious Born on a Rotten Day. In Love on a Rotten
Day, Dixon-Cooper walks the wild side of the zodiac,
delivering the goods on which sign cheats and who's a
manipulator, a bully, a brat, a nutcase, or a nympho. Lovers,
would-be lovers, and ex-lovers will rejoice in advice on how
to: Safely dump a Scorpio Convince a Virgo to have
spontaneous sex Snag a romance-phobic Aquarius An
honest and uproarious guide to losing and finding your true
soul mate, Love on a Rotten Day is this century's answer to
the timeless query "What's your sign?"
The sensational New York Times bestseller from worldfamous master astrologer Linda Goodman. 'I love Linda
Goodman, her work is pure magic.' – Carolyne Faulkner,
author of The Signs & The Signs in Love Is your romance
written in the stars? Can a Capricorn find love with a
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Sagittarius? Will a match between a Leo and a Pisces always
end in heartbreak? Linda Goodman’s Love Signs is a
complete astrological guide to personal relationships, offering
compelling insight and advice for every zodiac sign – and the
compatibility of every possible pairing. Lively, entertaining and
informative, this book will help you better understand your
partner and your relationship. Including in-depth explorations
of the 78 Sun Sign patterns for women and men, invaluable
explanations of the Twelve Mysteries of Love and lists of
famous Sun Sign personalities, this witty, poetic and
compassionate guide will tell you what to expect and what to
look out for in your love life. Learn all this and more from the
world-famous astrologer who has helped millions divine their
way to true love. This is an updated edition of Linda
Goodman’s lively bestseller, originally published in 1979.
The Master Astrologer's Classic Spiritual and Physical SelfHelp Guide She has helped millions improve their lives, loves,
and businesses through her bestselling books, Sun Signs and
Love Signs. Here, in her most personal book yet, Linda
Goodman, America's premier astrologer, has written an
enlightening and remarkably accurate cuide to help you
discover all the powers you possess. How can you achieve
financial freedom and financial security? Which holistic
healing methods really work? What hidden meanings can be
found in numbers, words, and deja vu? How can music, color
and crystals be used to improve your body and your mind?
With her usual compassion, wit, and perception, Linda
Goodman broadens the horizons of astrology to help you on
your way to health and happiness. Recall the forgotten
harmony of the Universe with... "Linda Goodman's Star
Signs"
Proposes a creative approach to astrology that discusses
how each of the twelve sun signs relate to the twelve phases
of a relationship, and continues by cultivating an
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understanding of each sign as part of developing successful
relationships. Original. 35,000 first printing.
This book provides a remarkably revealing picture of your
total personality, by going beyond the simple twelve Sun
signs and combining them with the twelve Moon signs. Sun
Sign, Moon Sign gives you a deeper insight into your ownand your friends' and family's-true personality, and leaves you
truly astounded at just how accurate astrology can be!

Provides women with insights into themselves and their
sexual and social relationships and gives advice on the
constructive use of anger and personal power
With more than 100,000 copies in print and now
completely revised and updated, Spiritual Astrology is a
simple yet complete astrological guide to understanding
life’s higher purpose and finding the key to your
personal • Self-expression • Self-worth and emotional
security • Independence and freedom of spirit •
Emotional ecstasy • Self-mastery and personal power
Spiritual Astrology’s breakthrough—the startling
rediscovery of the importance of the solar and lunar
eclipses occurring just before one’s birth—reveals the
lessons you came here for, and provides a revelation to
anyone who has ever looked to the zodiac for guidance.
Now you can use your guy's astrological sign to figure
out exactly what he wants and needs, and how you can
give that to him.
The Truth Behind Your Crappy Sun Sign This is a book
for anyone who is irritated by the disconnect between the
perky promises and mindlessly cheerfully affirmations
that apply to a specific sun sign and the crappy week
that ensues. It is the ultimate corrective to the plethora of
happy sappy horoscope books and inane astrology
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columns that appear in daily newspapers around the
world. Revealing the truth (whether you like it or not)
about your star sign, Bad Birthdays uncovers the true
quirks, oddities, and unpleasantries that characterize
your unlucky sign of the zodiac and rule your destiny.
When it comes to love, do you think that watery Pisces
are naturally romantic lovers? Think again—if you’re
unfortunate enough to have a relationship with a Plagued
Pisces or a Contemptible Cancer, you’re in trouble.
Reference the relationship sections to rate your
compatibility with other star signs, or at least highlight
where the cracks are going to show. With special
sections detailing the unlucky personalities with whom
you share your birthday, as well as unfortunate events
that might have happened on your birthday, Bad
Birthdays contains all you’ll never need to know about
your sign. So whether you’re a Cursed Capricorn, a
Tragic Taurus, or a Lousy Libra, we’re all doomed to a
destiny that is far less peachy than everyday astrologers
would have us believe.
A guide to help you discover all the powers you possess.
How you can achieve financial freedom and financial
security, which holistic healing methods really work, the
hidden meanings that can be found in numbers, words,
and deja vu, how music, color, and crystals can be used
to improve your body and your mind.
A Wealth of Information on Unlocking the Mysteries of
the Zodiac Signs For thousands of years, human beings
have looked to the stars for a clearer understanding of
the world and its inhabitants. Whether you subscribe to
the ages-old belief that your birthdate and time define
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your personality and can help determine your path
through life or you are simply curious to know more
about the ancient science of astrology, Zodiac Signs is
the book for you. Arranged chronologically from Aries to
Pisces, each chapter contains fascinating astrological
information to give you a deeper insight into your friends,
your colleagues, your loved ones, and yourself ...
whether you're a dependable Taurean, a sensual Virgo,
an artistic Libran, or a fearless Capricorn. Male and
female personality traits and behavior Sex and love, and
compatibility with other signs Helpful lists and
illustrations Explanation of symbols and glossary of
terms
A master astrologer provides fundamental and practical
insight on the power of love in this world-famous and
sensational-selling (more than 800,000 copies sold)
guide. Can a Gemini man find happiness with a Virgo
woman? Will it be smooth sailing or perpetual fireworks
for the Scorpio female and the Libra male? Linda
Goodman's Love Signs offers compelling insight and
advice for every zodiac sign --and the compatibility of
each with all eleven others. Lively, entertaining, and
informative, this book will help you better understand
your mate and your relationship. From your finances to
your lover's secret hopes, from your guirky habits to what
you'll fight about, from avoiding war to making peace,
this book will tell you what to expect and what to look out
for. Whether you're embarking on a first date or are
seriously involved, Linda Goodman's Love Signs will
help you open up the lines of communication and unlock
the power of your relationship.
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